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FUNNY THINGS HAPPEN
in Scientific Speculation.
In the famous “failed” Michelson & Morley Experiment of 1887, nothing
happened. Henri Poincare said that nothing happened because the
Observer cannot detect its own movement relative to other Inertial
Reference Frames.
He called this concept “The Principle of Relativity.” Hendrik Lorentz said
that nothing happened because Time dilated in a very localized sense (also
length contracted in this locality).
Revisionist authors say that nothing happened because of the flawed
assumption of a property of the transmission of Light. In his paper of 1905,
“On The Electro Dynamics Of Moving Bodies”, Albert Einstein proposed
that three “nothings” added, compounded, shaken, stirred & sifted yielded
“something”, which we refer to as Einstein’s Theory of Special Relativity.
According to Einstein & Poincare, the surface of the Earth & its atmosphere
rushed rapidly past the stationary Wright Brothers airplane at Kitty Hawk,
NC to produce aerodynamic lift to the airfoil. Accordingly, later the
mountain approaches the stationary airborne airplane & only Heaven
knows how the plane’s R.A.D.A.R. alerts the pilot to the presence of the
mountain. Maybe the Lorentz Transformation can explain R.A.D.A.R.?
If a westbound airplane & an eastbound airplane are approaching the same
mountain, is the mountain approaching each airplane simultaneously,
Henri Poincare?
Yes, funny things happen in Scientific Speculation.
Sir Isaac Newton speculated that Light is composed of matter.
Furthermore, he speculated that matter has a physical property which is
called MASS. Finally, he speculated about a Hidden Attractant Force in the
Physical Reality. (Actually, this Scientific Speculation is not Newton’s, but
Brahmagupta’s, who lived in the 7th Century A.D. in India). Newton refined
Brahamagupta’s speculation into the concept of Universal Gravitation.
Newton speculated the Universal Hidden Attractant Force acting upon
MASS would cause Starlight to bend in CONVEX lines AROUND the Sun. A
century later in 1804, Von Soldner published a paper based on this
Newton’s speculation. In 1907 or so, Albert Einstein attempted
PLAGIARISM when Von Soldner’s calculations appeared in a paper
submitted to a Physics journal.
Einstein agreed with Newton agreeing with Brahmagupta. Einstein’s
scientific speculation intentionally “predicted” identically to Newton’s
Gravity. Or so, Einstein originally intended in his scientific speculation.
But, FATE had other plans.
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Geometric Gravity in the Space-time Continuum creates a “pseudo” Force
of Gravity which Einstein dubbed “The Principle of Equivalence.”
“Imagine an elevator accelerating upwards,” Einstein said. Then Einstein
doubled Von Soldner’s calculated deflection on the Starlight bending in
CONVEX lines AROUND the Sun & told his friend, Arthur Eddington.
In the Total Solar Eclipse of 1919, Eddington claimed to have detected
Starlight bending in CONVEX lines AROUND the Sun. This was the physical
evidence that Einstein’s Gravity is not a pseudo-Scientific Superstitious
Myth, so the admirers of Albert Einstein tell us.
Yet, Geometric Gravity “predicts” that Starlight would bend in CONCAVE
lines TOWARD the Sun, not in CONVEX lines AROUND the Sun. Eddington
“proved” that Einstein’s Gravity is a pseudo-Scientific Superstitious Myth
after all. SH-H-H! Don’t tell anyone! It will be our little secret!
In 1909 or so, Harlow Shapley’s Ph.D. dissertation, (under Henry Russell at
Princeton University,) was that Cepheid Variable Stars are telegraphing
their Stellar Distance in a coded message. It is a simple matter of frequency
& period. Simply count the blinks. Simply ASS-U-ME the intrinsic inherent
luminosity. Almost immediately afterward, Shapley “moved” the Earth
from its center of The Milky Way to a location near its peripheral edge.
Funny things happen in Scientific Speculation.
Henry Russell had misgivings about granting a Ph.D. to Harlow Shapley.
Russell began a survey to determine if an astronomer can ASS-U-ME the
intrinsic inherent luminosity of stars. Russell chose a group of Stars which
seemed to demonstrate that their Stellar distance from the Earth is both
equal & nearby: The Stellar Parallax Stars.
Russell discovered the Stellar Parallax Stars demonstrated a wide range of
received luminosity. Therefore, intrinsic inherent luminosity is a pseudoScientific Superstitious Myth. Therefore, everything that Harlow Shapley
has done to earn him recognition in the textbooks is a collection of myths.
Funny things happen in Scientific Speculation.
Russell discovered more. He discovered a wide range of color-spectrum
readings. He disproved the assumption of American astronomer, James
Keeler, that the Doppler Shift is the only explanation of a RED-SHIFTED
color-spectrum.
Russell discovered RED-SHIFTS, BLUE-SHIFTS & BALANCED colorspectrums in the Stellar Parallax Stars. He published his research as the
HERTZSPRUNG and RUSSELL SURVEY OF THE STELLAR PARALLAX
STARS (1911-1913). But, no one reviewed it. Russell himself would not
draw attention to it because it would reveal his mistake with Harlow
Shapley.
About a decade later, his reticence would pay dividends because Russell will
abandon the solid evidence of the survey, turn like a weathervane & jump
on the bandwagon of Stellar Nucleo-synthesis. Funny things happen in
Scientific Speculation.
Toiling in anonymity as the Hired Stooge of eccentric Billionaire Percival
Lowell, Vesto M. Slipher continued the assumption of James Keeler, (which
the Hertzsprung & Russell Survey had voided & invalidated. From Lowell
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Observatory near Flagstaff, AZ, Slipher continued to ASS-U-ME the Doppler
Shift.
In 1916 in Dayton, OH at the annual convention of the American Astronomy
Association, Slipher presented orally his paper. The audience knew that he
had completed his oral presentation simply because he had stopped
speaking. An awkward silence followed. Then, an opportunistic sociopath
in attendance jumped to his feet & began to applaud vigorously. Across the
lecture hall, another opportunistic sociopath followed suit & did likewise.
Soon, members of the audience responded like popcorn kernels. The result
was a rare thunderous standing ovation for a pseudo-Scientific
Superstitious Myth WRIT LARGE. Funny things happen in Scientific
Speculation.
Across the Atlantic Ocean, two people learned of the rare thunderous
standing ovation: Willem de Sitter & Georges Lemaitre. Willem de Sitter
was the chosen messenger who “smuggled” Einstein’s Gravity paper from
Germany to Eddington in England in 1916. De Sitter fused together the
Slipher proposal of RECEDING NEBULAE to Einstein’s Space-time
Continuum (a gift from the deceased Hermann Minkowski) to propose THE
EXPANDING UNIVERSE. Einstein disagreed with de Sitter. Edwin Hubble
was in attendance in 1916 in Dayton, OH, by the way. Hold that thought.
Georges Lemaitre consciously avoided the fine universities of Europe,
including Cambridge University, to pursue a Ph.D. in Astronomy in the
nascient Astronomy department at Harvard University under newlyinstalled Harlow Shapley – who “lost” the Great Debate in 1921, but who
flippin cares anyway?
Lemaitre was aware of Physicist Aleksandr Friedmann, who openly
challenged Einstein in the Physics Journals. Friedmann had delivered four
mathematical “proofs” of Einstein’s General Relativity Theory:
Static, Expanding, Collapsing & Oscillating. Friedmann eliminated the
“Lambda”, whereas De Sitter utilized the “Lambda” (to provide the
expansion).
In his Ph.D. dissertation before the clueless Harlow Shapley & far removed
from the knowledgeable scholars of Europe, Lemaitre “preceded” Edwin
Hubble in plagiarizing the deceased Friedmann’s mathematical proof of an
EXPANDING space-time continuum.
A scant few years later, Edwin Hubble discovered what he was diligently
NOT looking for – THE EXPANDING UNIVERSE.
AT this point, the CURIOUS READER, with a measure of HEALTHY
SKEPTICISM, is invited to review Nobel Prize Laureate Steven Weinberg’s
“The First Three Minutes”. Weinberg notes the “curious” links between
Willem de Sitter’s EXPANDING UNIVERSE to Edwin Hubble’s EXPANDING
UNIVERSE. Funny thing happens in Scientific Speculation.
Funny things happened as the electromagnetic physical phenomenon of
Michael Faraday’s “Ghostly Emanations” was probed. An electromagnetic
“presence” was ambient in the Physical Universe. This was widely known
by telegraph (and later in telephone) electrical engineers. This was widely
known before Electrical Engineer & Bell Telephone & Telegraph Employee,
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Karl Jansky, discovered a periodic aberration in the year of 1931, which led
to Radio Astronomy. Totally unaware of the origin of Radio Astronomy, the
Radio Astronomy team of Arno Penzias & Robert Wilson “rediscovered” the
ambient electromagnetic “presence.” Totally bewildered & flum-floxxed ,
Penzias & Wilson named their critter The Cosmic Microwave Background
Radiation in the year of 1964/1965. Hold that thought.
Returning to Hubble’s “discovery”, Georges LeMaitre wrote his first postdoc paper after Hubble’s “discovery.” Of course, it pre-supposed Einstein’s
General Relativity. Soon, Stellar Nucleo-synthesis invited itself to the party
of Scientific Speculation.
A former student of Friedmann, George Gamow, emigrated to the United
States of America & began granting Ph.Ds to Graduate Students who would
pursue to advance the paradigm of Friedmann-LeMaitre. Still, the BIG
BANG IDEA lost in the scientific debates of the decade of the 1950’s. Albert
Einstein died in 1955 at the ripe old age of 76 years. Edwin Hubble
preceded him in 1953 at the age of 63 years. The BIG BANG/EXPANDING
UNIVERSE was not an “accepted scientific fact” as its two principal
architects died & were buried. But, funny things happen in Scientific
Speculation.
Apart from & separate from the realization that PLASMA is the fourth state
of matter in the Physical Reality, the ambient “presence” became linked
with the BIG BANG IDEA. Penzias & Wilson’s “re-discovery” played to an
audience as foolish as the audience which gave Slipher a rare thunderous
standing ovation in 1916. Opportunistic sociopaths & weathervanes jumped
on the bandwagon of the BIG BANG IDEA, and the Scientific Textbooks
changed its content around the year of 1970. Funny things happen in
Scientific Speculation.
Scientific Speculations insist on CONCORDANT COSMOLOGY i.e. “putting
all of the eggs in one basket.” Scientific Method & rigorous review be
damned!!!! By any other name, it is SCIENTIFIC FRAUD. Funny things
happen in Scientific Speculation.
Rocks lie about their age. The Earth “became” much younger & the Physical
Universe was no longer eternally ageless nor limitless in spatial
dimensions. The FOSSIL RECORD lied about its age because the ROCKS
LIE. The pre-1965 Evolutionary Timeline of Events was quietly abandoned
& scrapped. Funny things happen in Scientific Speculation.
In the year of 2007, Dennis T. Avery of the Hudson Institute in Washington,
D.C., authored “Unstoppable Global Warming”. But, it is repressed &
ignored to allow Chicken Little to alarm the General Population.
In the year of 2004, Joshua Gildner authored Heavenly Intrigue: Johann
Kepler, Tycho Brahe and the Murder Behind One of History’s Greatest
Scientific Discoveries, which identifies Johann Kepler as the assassin of
Tycho Brahe. This book launched a “cover-up.” (see VIXRA
1807.0299). Funny things happen in Scientific Speculation when
opportunistic sociopaths & weathervanes control the paradigm. Funny
things happen in Scientific Speculation when SCIENTIFIC FRAUD
masquerades as CONCORDANT COSMOLOGY. Funny things happen in
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Scientific Speculation when the paradigm is controlled by those people who
are the least qualified.
I’m laughing, how about you?
Thank you for reading. This is an installment of CLUELESS IN PARADISE.
Happy De-Programming!
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